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FAST 1-lliSON INTERACTIONS IN NUCLEAR EHULSIONS 

Part II: On -n + He sons 

Bayard Rankin and Hugh Bradner 

Radiation Liboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, BerkeJey, California 

February 25, 1952 

AB~3TRACT 

1ft mesons produced in the exterior proton beam of the Berkeley cycle-

tron are bent by an auxiliary magnet and detected in Ilford G5 er.mldons. 

These mesons are studied in the same way as were the~- mesons in Part I 

of this experiment. Extra care is taken to eliminate protons from the 

data and a special technique is deveJ.oped to make more efficient small 

angle scattering measurements. The average initial energy, L"5.5 Jvlev, is 

s1ightly higher than that of the 11- mesons, and the spread in energy is 

greater. Less than 18 percent of the observed track is less than 30 Nc;v 

and 9~ p8rC<3nt of it is over 2;~ :Hev. 

No disappearances are found over the 902 em of tr~:wk. F·:'i·rer are ex-

pected than were found in Part I, since the average munber of charG"'d yrongs 

is greater for?r 4 induced stars than for li. No inelastic scatters are 

fmmd among the 5 scatters greater than 30°. Though the star frequency 

is the same as in the previous experiment, the frequency for scatters is 

significa.ntly lower, a fact which is ~ot explained by the sJight1y higher 

energy. A statistical upper bound on the cross section for 71'+- scattering 

on hydrogen is obtained as 2.3 x Jo-26 cm2 • 
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FAST HESON INTERACTIONS IN NUCLEAR EHULSIONS 

Part II: On ~ Mesons 

Bayard Rankin and Hugh Bradner 

Radiation laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

February 25, 1952 

The earliest laboratory experiments (l, 2 ) on meson scattering and 

absorption were designed for emu1sion instrumentation and were perforrr:c1d 

on .,.,- me) sons. The scatterer, 1..rhich was the emul~ion, would serve as a 

detector so that the paths of the mesons in matter couJd be examined in 

detail. These experiments obviated the problems of geometry encountered 

elsevhere (3 ) when emulsions were used as detectors only. They acmitted 

the technical difficulties of microscope scanning in preference to the 

problems of electronic counting. Hov.rever, their disadvcmtagt.~ was obvious: 

Only the hydrogen scattering could be analyzed independently, ~;~hiJe the 

rest of the observed interaction was due to a family of e]enents which 

made up the emulsion. The information potentially available in particular 

events, such as the energy loss· of the meson in scattering, the prong 

distribution from absorptions, and the frequency of charge exchange dur-

ing disappearances, was partial1y obscured by an ignorance of the elements 

invoJved. 

These experiments could, hov~ever, serve as a beginning for accurate 

relative measurements on~- and n~ meson interactions, the material of the 

scatterer being held constant. The earliest experiments were made on ~ 

mesons because it was technically simpler to do so. Fortunately, by 

R 
"1"' (4) 

August, 1950, ichman et al. provided a copious source of ~ mesons 
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by making use of the reaction . 

wl1ich occurred when the 340 Mev protons of the externa1 cyclotron beam 

impinged upon polyethylene, (CH2 )n. The mes~ms produced are monoenergetic, 

If their mass is 275.1 electron masses, the unique energy is 70 Hev. 

With a ?f~ beam at hand, the present e:x-periment was undertaken, first, to 

provide es·Limates on the -fl" meson scattering and absorption cross section 

and, second, t9.provideinfor~tion about the relative interaction prop-

erties of high energy positive and negative mesons. It was designed to 

parallel its forerunner( 5) on ?1-mesons ~s closely as possibleo 

Three e~periments(3,6,7) on the 11+ interactions in pure materiaJs·have 

nov! be€m reported. But aside from the Cornell evidence that n~ anci. ?t-

' . . ' 

do not interact differently, the best 'empirical evidence available with 

which to compare our relative measurements is found in the Colunbia enuision 

work(8-ll) on 71- and ff mesons. From the theoretical point ofview it is 

not clear at this time whether· positive and negative mesons are ''"~:o.:ntlally 

differ'ent particles it1 terin.'s of meson forceso It is not known at i·Ihat 

energy the coulomb-nuclear interferarice can be neglected. Nor is it safe· 

to say that the incident meson energy'at the nucleus determines the ~cat

tering properties rather than' the energy at a nucleon. The meson may inter

act with tho nucleus as a: whole or may sca!-ter within the nucleuso H~n.6e, 

a large part of. the interpretation of our experiment must be done in the 

futureo 

Experimental' Arrangement 

'' •' .. 
· Our object in setting up the experiment \Jas to get a high flux of 

\ ,,; 

·approximately 45 Mev 71+ meson~ entering normal to the edge of photographic 
.. • • J :~· •• : • 't 

plates, with a rriinimum.number'of' background protons and other heavy par-
' .I ~ ' •, 

I 
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ticles. The mesons should be found easily under thE-1 microscope and ye-~, 

not be confused with one another. We would fo1Jo"r them individually in 

the direction of flight noting where they were deflected through an angle 

greater than 30° or abruptly stopped in the emulsion. We arranged the 

experiment also to yield a supply of 68 Hev mesons which could be followep 

later. 

Figure 1 is a diagram of the equipment in the "cave" just outside 

the cyclotron shielding. The 68 Mev mesons, created in a 1/4 inch poJy

ethylene target, are bent by an auxiliary magnet and enter two sets of 

photographic plates at the point marked "absorber detector." Each set 

of plates is pressed tightly together and wrapped as a group in black paper. 

One group stands in front of the other, acting as a partial absorber, anc~ 

a 1/2 x 1/2 inch 2S aluminum bar is placed between them. A 1/2 inch thick 

aluminum plate above and a 1 inch thick aluminum plate be1owthe three 

pieces helps to define a para1lel meson beam and at the same time shields 

out extraneous particles that would enter the surfaces of the emulsions. 

With about 600 mesons per second leaving a 2 x 2-1/2 inch channel exit, 

a suitable exposure is obtained in 15 minutes. 

The distribution of meson energies at the leadi'ng edge of the front 

plate should correspond to the beam distribution<12 ) ,.Jith a half width 

of 5 Mev. The distribution at the leading edge of the back plates should 

center about 45 Mev assum.int; the total path in the front plates to be in 

glass and all other conditions as calculated. However, upon passing through 

the absorbers, the lovJer half of the distribution will be stretched by 

about a factor of two, whiJ e the upper half. will remain essentially un

altered, Actually, the mean of the energy distribution for mesons enter

ing the back pJates was found by the more direct methods of grain counting 

to be 49 Mev. The discrepancy is attributed to slight errors in the es

timates of beam energy. 
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The plates were all 400,14, G5, Ilford emulsions. They were developed 

in the same way as the plates exposed to 7r- mesons (lJ). 

Microscope Techniques 

Throughout most of the experiment, random samples of the grain density 

and small angle scattering were taken on the selected particles. A sam-

pling procedure was desirable, for it allo1r1ed us to choose the particles 

rapidly by sight. and still have a check on their mass and velocity. Nore-

over, during the later part of.the experiment He improved on our usual 

scattering .method (13) and facilitated our sampling procedure by ma1dng a 

special "reflection goniometer 11 (l4) for the microscope. The device is 

especiaJly suited for making small angle measurements rapidly and accurate-

ly under the microscope. 

The instrument is simple. It is essentially three concentric cylin-

ders, two of which are free to rotate, one containinc; the eye piece and 

reticle and the other a thin strip of glass tilted at 45°. The inside 

cylinder clamps to the microscope barrel. The arran[ement aJ lo1r1S a row 

of point light sources outside the microscope to appear in the field of 

view. Upon rotating both cylinders t~J·ough some angle, the light sources, 

if. correctly placed, will appear to rotate 1r1i th twice the angular velocity 

about a center fixed at half the focal distance away. In other words, 

a scale can be made to pass over the field of vie1r1 vihich might otherwise. 

be swept by a 25 em lever arm attached to the eyepiece. It is easily 

read to 1/20 of a degree. That is better by a factor of 2 than is required 

if the direction of a lOO,q segment length is defined up to l/2 a grain 

diameter, or 1/6/1. A comparison can also be mB.de with ouT previous small 

angle scattering method. We then measured tangents under 450x by the 

lateral displacement of a track over, say, a lOO_,u cell length. The ad

vantage of the present meth'od can be shown to be(l4)~ 
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focal length 
advantage 

......._ _______ - 5. 5 

power :x cell length 

By measuring the angle between two adjacent 100~ segments, we are not 

dependent upon the stage. 

Energy Selection and Proton Uiscrimination 

All observations were made more than 5 mm in from the leading edge 

of the back plate. A track had to extend further than 500.,« beyond the 

5 mm starting point, if it was to be considered. It was accepted for study 

so1ely on the basis of its behavior in the first 500,«. If it had the 

visual characteristics of a 40 Mev meson whose direction \-Tas within 10° 

of the beam, it was then foJlowed until it left the emulsion or traveled 

10 mm. We relaxed the angular discrindnation rule of the -rr- experiment 

because the energies in the ?f..,_ beam were not strongly dependent upon 

angle. The 500A distance was chosen as the minimum distance in whjch 

a meson could be identified, if it were actually measured. The di8tance 

alJ otted for selection W3.s not extend€d even in special cases. 

We introduced a 10 perc"'nt su.:.T;plirg technique which \WUld check our 

selection efficiency, for the absorbers skewed the energy distribution, 

reducing a 62 Mev meson to 28 Mev at 5 mm into the back plate. Also a 

dangerous directional spray of high energy·protons entered the plates 

despite the quantities of brass shielding. We masked a table of random 

nmabers (l5), allowing only one c1igi t to show, and moved the mask after 

each particle h~d been chosen. Whenever the number 7 appeared, the parti-

cle \<Ias measured for grain density and small angle scatter over a 1000,-u 

distance starting at 5 mrn into the plate. 

A relation of the form G = K 111 had been established for-,.,- mesons 
0 
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of energy 30 to 60 Nev. To evaluate the constant, K, for the ..., -+ plates~ 

we compared grain counts of 500..ll long segments of 4 ?'f + mesons and 8 7f 

mesons at 2100A residual range. The relation becomes G/lOO,u. :: 19 Ifio 

for the -,r+ plates. The relation taken together with E7(:: f(/\I/I
0

), 

an adaptation of Aron's curve<16 ) for energy loss of a proton in aluminum, 

allowed us to convert the average grain density of our sample to an estimate 

of the average energy. In the last equ:'ltion E7r : m
11 

/m,P Ep , and f1, 

a constant, converts specific ion:i zation in 8mulsion to energy loss in 

lvlev /lvf..<s. - cm-2 in aluminum. · We obtained 45. 5 Nev as the average energy 

for accepted mesons at 5 mm into the baclc plate. 

Figure 2 is a plot of 50 sample points after converting grain den0ity 

to specific ionization. The errors shovm exemplify the standard deviations 

for any point. It is clear that the majority of the meson populatio~'l have 

specific ionization in the range 1.39 - 1.85. The corresponding energy 

range is 34 - 56 Mev. Half of the mesons, those \.Ji th initial c.::nm·e;i es 

above 45.5 l>'lev 1 will still have energies above 30 M'2V after travelling 

JO mm(l?) The l'ower th f 3L )I ·11· h 3r I·t - • energy mesons, say _ ose o '+ 1•cv, u:i reac ,J ·1ev 

after 4 mm and 22 Mev after 10 rnm of travel in emulsion. However, in 

the 71 - experiment 1-1here the selection rules were the same, 64 pe'· cent 

of the 35.5 Mev mesons left a 400,£.( emulsion in less than L,. 5 mm. It is 

then overly safe to say that less than 18 pe:roent of the observed track 

vJas less than 30 Mev and 98 percent of it was over 22 Hev. 

Figure 2 of this experiment and Figure 4 of its forerunn0r on1f mesons 

can be used to demonstrate that practically no protons were admitted into 

the data. A special control against protons was carried out for 191 em 

of track, however, after we had noticed a peculiar lac]< of nuclear scatters. 

At the same time the average accepted meson energy was controlled by.grain 

count and was lowered to 36 Mev. There was a fast method to use. We made 
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only two lOO,...u grain counts and two scattering measurements on each track, 

achieving our purpose by spreading these measurements over 1. 6 rnrfr. We 

chose tracks vJhich would almost certainly stay in the emulsion for 1. 6 Ilh"Tl 

bGyond the 500,« mark. One grain count at the 500....£( mark, one grain 

count and one scatter count at the 1300A, mad:, and on<~· scatter count 

at the 2100A mark served to throw out 99 percent. of all protons and 

keep 70 percent of the mesons. Noreover, a track was dropped as soon 

as one of the measurements fell outside a specified tol<:Jrance Jimi t. 'l'his 

mininrl.zed the possibility of dropping a track after following it for 2 mm. 

If an event occurred before we finished those measurements, or if the 

track went out, ve vJOuld take grain count and scattering measuremcmts 

over the first 500_,l..(. We assured ourselves of the validity of this p·o-

cedure by applying it to two hundred 340 Mev proton tracks, The proton 

tracks were obtained by FrankL. Adelmanby exposing plates to the external 

beam of the cyclotron. After it became evident that this special procedure 

eave no different results, the Bimpler sampling technique was recalled. 

,AA meson contamination was considered negligi bl2 since 13SS than 

9 Per~ent Or) of the '7'( "" mesons 1troulcl decay before reaching the plates 

and only a fraction of the decay products vJOuld be detected. Fast electrons 

could not have been followed by mistake because thGir ionization was too 

low. The plates were lightly developed so that minimwn ionizing electrons, 

such as ~ particles from the11 -.«- (1 decay process, v.rhose average energy 

is about 35 Mev(lS), were soon lost in the background. The same thing 

would have happened to higher energy electrons also since e1ectron ion-

ization is an extremely weak function of energy above 1 I1ev. 

The processes that can take place as. a 'Tf ~ meson pas:ses through matter 
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are absorption by a nucleus, scattering by a nucleus or nucleon,.charge 

exchange scattering by a neutron, and radiative absorption of the meson 

by a n~utron. The probability for the last process to occur in emulsion 

must be small, as inferred by the inverse process(l9) 

c·o) Chedester et al. ~ -2.8 2 . t. predict about 10 em for the radla lVe absorption 

cross-section, assuming that the following reactions occur with the same 

probabilityg 

-+ 1f + n--) "('+ p 

'11- 1" P~Y'+ n 

Hilson and Perry( 2l) have recently shown that the cross section for charge 

exchange scattering is the order of l0-27 cm2 or less and so is srnaJl 

also. Consequently, 1.-1e should observe only absorption and scattering. 

Some interEsting properties of 'lT "- absorption seem to make the proba

bility of emitting only neutrons much smaller than in the '71 - case ( 5' 9 ). 

tve found, in fact, no disappearances. The scatters and absorptions \.Jere 

analyzed according to the criteria set up in the previous experiment. 

However 1 no inelastic scatters were found in this experiment. We have 

measured all scatters greater than 30° but again use only what is found 

above 90° for a cross section. In computing an interaction cross section, 

we assume an equal number of scatters above and belo1.J 900. 

Tables 1 and 2 inc1ude all the data on the nuclear events. The data 

for the two scanning procedures is shown separately and together. 

Table 2 includes star prong measurements that were made on a separate 

area scan express1y to augment the '7T-'- capture data and display the inter-

esting prong distribution. Since area scanning is especially suited for 

picking up stars, in this case we followed the tracks of the captured mesons 
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only to mak?J .scattering and grain count mea;;urement, 1000~ measurements 

uere sufficient to eliminate proton induced stars, A plot of our me.:1sure-

ments had about the same spread as the plot in Figure ~. It revealed no 

dependence of prong number on meson energy, Since the total number of 

sta.rs 1..ras few, vJe made no attempt to estimate energ5.es of the emitted 

particles. 

It was possible to obtain an upper bound on the cro9s sect:ion for 

the scattering of ;r-+ mesons on hydrogen simply by analyzing the one t\·TO-

fTOng star '\.Jhich was found. It was clear that the pron8S 1rere not the 

products of a meson-proto~1 col1ision, because they Here :to·::. in t!1A sruae 

plan3 vith the incident track, Since proton collisions Hill be cistriuu-

ted in any specified segr.1ent of meGon path accorc~ing to a Poisson distri bu-

tion, we found no Poisson event in our total p,.-·th length L.. Any mean fr~e 

path '\vhich '\-JOUle~ make this event more than 50 per c-::mt prob>J.ble L'lust. un 

more than l.4J L. Or, using the Ilford published data< 2:.::) qn the hyC:ro-

gen content of m::.u1sion, the corresponding cross se,ction must be lef;:s than 

2.3 x 1o-26 ') ,_ 
em • 

'l'he prong distribution of the stars given in Table 2 is of special 

interest 1·rhen taken in comparison ui th the corresponding distribution of 

the '1'1'- '")<-periment. The average number of prongs is significant]y higher 

in the presc:nt case. Th,is is quali ta.Uvely explained by assum.ing a pri-

mary nucleon-mason interaction in the absorption process, The reaction 

yields an enert,etic proton in the case of 'Tf-+ abso.:rption and an onergqtic 

nsutron in the other case. Char~red particle $mission is favored in 11' + 
al:.;':orption even 1..rithout secondary collisions in the nucleus, while, if 

an ~ particle model is justified, multiple charged part~c1e emission is 
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extremely likely. ,.Mdre da;ta·on "11+ meson ·capture, such as· is ,being gath

ered at Columbia (11), will be very va·luable. 

The cr'oss ·section for the scattering of "'rt t mesons on hydrog~n as 

measured by Anderson, et al., imply a low· cross section at 45 Mev. Yet 

even.the upper bound for the cross section found in this experiment is low 

enough to show that multiple collisions within the nucleus in ur.likely 

for the 7r+ mesons as .it is for the ?f- mesons (20, 23). It is reasonable 

then that no· inelastic scatters were found (24). 

In contrast' to· Part I of \,hfs · .experiment on '7/'"" mesons, few nuclear 

scatters were .fouhd. Though the statistical errors are large, it is strik

ing that the: estimated meah free path for scattering is significantly 

higher. in the pre'seht experiment; a fact which is not reasonably explained 

by the slightly higher energy. ·The' relative measurements are in quali

tative agreement; however, with the Columbia emulsion inve·stigations (9-11). 
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TABLE 1 

___ .,,_.., ___ -r-_________ _ 

Al:f~~(dflg;rees) Distance Grain De-~i ty/JOClM. (1) 

Hm:izontB.l in plate 
:?rejection Total (mm) Before 

__ , ____ .. ._ __ 

29 33 6.6 36.2 1- ;.~. 0 

35 35 14.0 23.2 t 1.5 

30 41 2.7 31.7 
t 
- J.4 

52 52 7.9 35.0 1- ].8 

13L. 12?. 6,4 32.5 t J.7 -

J\!t1:~ be.1~ o+' ~. 

Pronr:-s _;;.:: •• :o,;;;,_," ___ 

J. 3,J 30.3 + 1.7 

2 6,2 29.3 ·I· , ,.., 
• ..1. • I 

,, 11,8 35.1 t 1.:3 ;J 

3 12.5 "27 .9 4· 1.6 -

3 10.9 23.9 t 1.5 -
-"r P.5 1.1.2 + 1.6 )'' -

3 -~~· 7.7 31.2 ~- 1.7 -
L, 6.2 32.2 .t 1.7 -
/~- 2.3 33.2 + 1.5 

~. 5.5 32.5 -4- 1.7 -
6** 1;..7 30.9 + 1.4 -

(1) The f:rrors are standard deviations. 
~f Accornpanied by a recoil. 
~{-~} One Pro11~ rnn.kes a hamraer tracl~. 
't A bnormaJ 1y J 01r1 energy, 

37.3 + ;~ .. 4 

·I 
23. &: J c: 

.) - .-' 

36.1 
+ 

L!. g 

3?.7 
.,. 

"' ·- l. ~) 

'20 0 + '2 2 __.)~...). - .J. 

STARS 

A-11er2.ge Scat.tc:,ring 
A.D.glc Br=fc:re 'F:\re11t 

( Cez,recS/'~Q Cl"'Ol1) 

o. ;:::;;/] 10 

G.lCflJO 

o. -;,, /i C.~l 
.) •. L -.,1'~ 

c e~-2:' 111() 

c. 31;11J c 

o.;;;6/no 

0,26/11C 

0.42/11C 

C:.?..1/1J.C 

. 0.37/110 

n '?"!/1"~11 ..Jo _;;_.._ _ _..._. ,_. 

O.l1.2/J 10 

0, F'J/lJn o .,,_ __ L 

0 '2/.,5::'" ""+ ..L ) 

lJCHL-~692 

Sp<:~cific Ion-
1.zation Corrcs-
rondi;::,.g to ;\ve.·· 
<if_"'.e G:c:.;_in Den-
si ty }3~-;fort· 

1.90 

r"•r-, , 
.,!. .• :(..~·~ 

., :''t. 

.L • >._ .. ,.., 

'i-··· J . •'';.) 
1 .70 

1. 5S· 

1.53 

1.34 

J... l:..C 

1. 70 

l.G2 
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TABLB 2 

STAR PRONG DISTRIBUTION 

Prong Number 1 2 3 5 6 

Number of Events 1 5 12 5 3 : : .. 

···,· ,; 
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TABLE 3 

SUNlviARY OF RESULTS 

Proton Control 
Technique 

Total Path Length 
Scanned (em) 

NuJnber of Disap
pearances in 
FJieht 

Nux:1ber of St:1.rs 

!·Jumr'::!r of Scat.;;. 
tcrs greater 
than .30° 

~~m:1ber of Seat
tcrs greater 
than 90° 

10c;an Free Path for 
Stars (em) 

!+:o:an Free Path for 
Total Nuclear 
Interaction (em) 
(assw·nine symmetry 
e. bout 90°) ..... . 

,·,. 

h(;an Free Path Cor
rsspon(~ing to Nuclear 
Area (em) (for 
emuJsion) 

191 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(1) The errors c,1-re probable errors. 

Usual Scannii'.£ 
Procedure 

711 

0 

10 

5 

1 

Either (J) 
Techniwe 

902 

c 

11 

5 

1 

~12 :1: 1? 

·----·--~------~-····· 
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Ci:ill~J.ons to the Figures 

Fig. 1 - Diae;ram of the equipment.· The 6g 1'1ev mHsons, created in & 1/!~ 

in6h po1y8thy1ene tarp:et, are bent by an auxiJiar;}" ms.gnFt and 

enter two sets of photographic plates at the point marked 11absor

ber detector". 

Fig. 2 - A plot of 50 samp1e poj_nts after converting grain densitl3". +,o sre

cific "fonization. The heavy curve is tbat of Y. GoJdscLrddt-Clco:r

mont. The statistical errors exemplify the stu.nC:ard dr~vir_<.cio·:-i.~ ftr 

any pointo 
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